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Abstract - The testing of the web application is nothing but to find out errors in the contents, function, usability, 

performance, capacity , and  security. The selenium web driver is the programming interface to create and execute the test 

case. It is an open source software testing tool used performs automated testing to the test the web application. It is only 

programming interface. It makes directly call to the browser. It is also used to perform the cross browser testing so, that 

the tester can ensure that the given application can be execute in different type of the browser without any problem. In this 

we using the web driver component of the selenium, web application can be automatically tested. The various from of the 

database testing include primary key, secondary key, stored produces and various constraints. The important thing to test 

the database in order to obtained a database system which satisfies the ACID properties. In this paper we focus the database 

testing which is find out with the help of the selenium script.    

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The database is the collection of the interconnected file in a server storing information database.  So, it has 

to store only relevant data and the tester has to ensure that’s it contains valid data. To conform this database 

testing is arrived out with the various option like duplicate data checking by the means of the primary key. 

To check for the data validity, check constraints are created.  

There are two ways to test the database as following:-Manual, Automation 

Manual:  In the manual testing the tester has to check each table manually can report if any problem carries. 

But here it is the time consuming and complex task if it has more table and more number of the data. 

Automation: - The Automation testing is the process by which we executing a program with the intention 

of the finding the errors. In this the tester writes the script and uses the other software to test software. It is 

used to the re-run and the check scenarios that had been done manually quick and repeatedly. The testing  
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tools can helps automate task such as the product installation, the data creation, GUI interaction problem 

detection, defect logging etc. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In paper [1] According to the author Chen Xu On this paper, we observe the technology of database 

instances that respect the semantics of SQL statements embedded in a database application applications. 

This paper also describes the supporting tool which generates a hard and fast of constraints.According to 

these paper main benefits of the using automated to avoid manual effort. The Automation tools permit us 

to file the take a look at match and re-play it, if required. To check a  software with embedded SQL 

statements, we need to find appropriate input data, which encompass a database example. In paper [2] 

According to the author Heng Li in this paper, We look at that the paper it consciousness on the method for 

the reading the overall performance overhead going for walks Selenium primarily based load check with 

the J Meter. Request-primarily based frameworks for load checking out together with J Meter are the de 

facto widespread for executing load checks and additionally enhance the load drivers of their personal 

browser-based load tests. According to this paper the outcomes do not in any methods reflect the first-class 

of BlackBerry’s merchandise. In paper [3] According to the author Kailash Bahal in this paper, We take a 

look at the software checking out life cycle and the comprising between the manual and automatic trying 

out. It  cognizance trying out tool Selenium on the idea of appropriate level. The main benefit of that is the 

automation trying out is more beneficial and time saving then the guide trying out. According to this paper 

it focuses on selenium testing because of time saving and efficiency. 

In paper [4] According to the author Zhou Liu On this paper, we have a look at it focus at the CPP Unit 

checking out device to the GIS Application study and write operation interface whose information is sent 

in mongo DB. It evaluating the raw facts with file gadget information, the correctness of the interface is 

proven within the contrast with the expected output. According to this it have completed quite a few 

paintings for purposeful checking out, whilst performance checking out is much less worried. In paper [5] 

According to the author Paruchuri  Ramya, We examine it specializes in the use of Selenium in this paper 

Web motive force to check an internet application and to demonstrate using this device in combination with 

other equipment like the Maven, Test NG, etc., for greater less complicated method to trying out and to 

improve the satisfactory of checking out process.  Advantage: The fundamental component is test 

automation is that the software is reusable and all of the take a look at scripts may be documented and 

maintained updated easily. In paper [6] According to the Author Lionel C in this paper, it focus is on the 

functional, black-box regression testing of data base applications, which are widespread in many application 
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domains, and usually require substantial regression testing overall long lifespan. The main advantage is that 

the information that led to the most accurate deviation clustering was the combination of columns and 

operations being manipulated across versions for a given test case.  A large scale regression testing is to 

analyze observed deviation on new software versions to decide whether they are symptoms of regression 

fault or the logical result of changes. 

In paper [7] According to the author C. Fang in this paper, We study it proposed a circulation algorithm to 

discover user click on requests, and reconstructed consumer-browser interactions with the aid of leveraging 

Spark Streaming framework.  The main element is it contrasts to other net site visitor fashions, that is 

primarily based on measurements on consumer-facet or server-aspect, and my version is based at the 

measurements of network-side site visitors.  When we clicked at the internet web page URL, the browser 

sends this HTTP request to internet server, which generally is  defined as number one request.  

In paper [8]  According to the Author Raúl H. Rosero On this paper, we observe it gift a spread regression 

trying out technique that makes use of the aggregate of unsupervised clustering with random values, unit 

tests, and the DB schema to decide the take a look at cases related to new capabilities brought to software 

program merchandise related to DBs. The fundamental benefit is that it presented an approach for the 

undertaking incremental RT of the database packages. The main thing in this is to regression testing having 

emerged. In paper [9] According to the Author Mark Grechanik in this paper, We look at that the testing 

programs is determine that  how they motive database deadlocks is crucial as a part of ensuring correctness, 

reliability and overall performance of these programs. It reproduces database deadlocks, because it includes 

specific thing consisting of the suitable inter leavings in executing SQL statements. The major component 

is our experiment is that the reflection of database deadlocks is as effective with scheduling transactions 

the use of the controller as with synthetic injection. It gave the multiple transactions that holds and wait 

cycles is in all likelihood to bring about a higher frequency of database deadlocks competition is created.  

How it reproduce the database deadlocks with a high degree of automation and frequency allowing software 

engineer to determine those database deadlocks are precipitated. In paper [10] According to the Author 

Chandraprabha in this paper, we study that the automation testing is done with Selenium WebDriver. In 

this data driven framework which means the separating the code for the reusability purpose.  The Data 

Driven is the good solution while we having the big data set and it is time saving and effort saving solution.  

It develops the domain based knowledge repository because it contains specific keywords that will help in 

faster execution of the keywords and save time & project budget. 
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III. SIGINIFICANCE OF DATABASE TESTING 

 

The data which is stored in the database is verified for their validity, after that we called database testing.  

The data which is entered by the user in a UI screen must match the record stored in the database. The 

database testing is more important as it is visible to the end-user and it can’t be avoided by the testing team.  

The many applications which is developed with more complexity, so, there is a need for testing the database 

to make it more reliable and robust. To perform the database testing, checking the routine work like, 

deletion, addition and updating operations which involve the data about all the entities which is related to 

the application under the test. The database has to be validated by various aspects such as: 

A) Data Mapping 

 

In the any software based applications, the data normally present in the database and the user retrieves the 

data from the database whenever there is a need of the database. Also he could store large amount of data 

in the database.  The tester has to ensure the following such as:-    

 Often the tester has to ensure the fields in the UI/frontend forms are mapped consistently with the 

corresponding fields in the Database table.  When the certain action is the performed by the user in the front 

end of the application, then there is a corresponding CRUD  

B) The ACID properties  

 

  In the ACID properties validation the every transaction is the carried out in a Database and these all the 

must obey to these four properties of the ACID. The tester has also ensured these properties by choosing 

suitable test cases, to test each transaction. 

C) Data integrity  

 

It means the exactness of the data.  Once when we have the stored data, at any cost it should not be changed.  

Once the value is updated in the one UI screen, then it can’t display any older value on another screen. 

That’s way the database test cases must be created in the way to ensure consistency of data.   
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IV. CHALLENGES IN DATABASE TESTING 

 

A) Large scope of testing  

 

In this we have firstly find out the different items to be tested in database.  Once the different items to be 

tested are identified for the database testing, the testing can be carried out in the effective manner and 

quality of the application is getting improved. Also total effort required to design the tests and execute test 

for each test item is estimated.  If we have more time is required to test all these test items, select only 

important test items for the testing purpose.    

B) Incorrect/ scaled-down for test the databases  

 

 The database is the tested contains only small amount of test data.  But it is not sufficient, since testing has 

to be done with more realistic data.    

C) Changes in database schema and data 

 

 This is the more challenging, since we must be aware of the changes made to the database during testing. 

We must analyses the impact of changes and modify the impacted the database tests.   

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

In this we describe our key ideas of my paper with the architecture how its performs the tasks. 

In this the selection of the number of the inputs and the select the file in this generate the (Permutation and 

combination)  

Total test case = nCr. 

Where n = total inputs 

R = Number of boxes 

 Mapping the web application input with desktop we will use UI Flow which is present in C#. 

 Check for the response code in the header file after input. 

 If   Input status code is 200 then ok. It means that test inputs are correct. 

 If input status code is other than   200 then ok.  It means the input is incorrect. 
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 If  the Response  show the  pop up then  it  will   search  for  the Keywords  like  such as:- 

 

 Please check 

 Wrong input    

 Please input again 

 Input valid data 

 

 

Fig. 1 Test Architecture 

Total no of  input 

nCr test case generated  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

It is not an easy process for automation testing. For the web based testing and database testing we uses the 

most popular tool selenium. Test engineers with more skills are needed to perform the automation of 

software testing. In this the database is updated at a regular interval of the time. The main thing in 

automation is that the software is reusable and all the test scripts can be documented and maintained updated 

without problems and within the integration itself for the better usability and accuracy. 
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